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6 of 6 review helpful Add to your library By Nikki Definitely one to add to your magical library The author is sharing 
what he has observed and heard over the years Please note that the author does not give m any how to s so if that s 
what you re looking for you won t find it in this book and not too many other books for that matter Voodoo is an oral 
practice and usually not shared with just anyone 0 of 0 review h Secrets of Voodoo traces the development in Haiti 
and the Americas of this complex religion from its sources in the brilliant civilizations of ancient Africa This book 
presents a straightforward account of the gods of loas and their function the symbols and signs rituals and the 
ceremonial calendar of Voodoo and the procedures for performing magical rites are given Voodoo derived from the 
words meaning introspection and mystere Language Notes Text English French translation 
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was born on september 24 1977 in toronto ontario canada as alexandre boisvert he is known for his work on ghost in 
experience the history folklore and secret rituals of voodoo in new orleans at the heart of the french quarter tour the 
new orleans historic voodoo museum 
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